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A
comprehensive strategy for satellite remote sensing
must take into account the specific features of remote
sensing technologies and applications. Remote sensing
satellite systems have historically been expensive to de-

velop and operate, involving long time lines for planning, pro-
curement, and integration into operations. 1 The process of devel-
oping, operating, and using the data from remote sensing
satellites involves complicated and indirect linkages among
many actors at many levels, including system contractors, com-
mercial and government satellite operators, data managers, and
the ultimate users of the derived information.

Remote sensing satellite systems serve a variety of purposes,
depending on their specific design characteristics (box 2-1 ). Sys-
tems designed for one purpose often differ markedly from those
designed for other purposes. Thus, for example, land remote sens-
ing systems are quite different from systems designed to gather
meteorological data.

The requirements of different applications often overlap in
complicated ways, so systems designed for one purpose can serve
a range of other purposes, perhaps with some modifications. For
example, the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion’s (NOAA’s) Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Sat-

‘ Pro\pectl\  c pri~ ate-sector \upplier\ of remotely sensed data  are  attempting to \hort-
en the time taken  to dellvcr a satellite to orbit. On June 8. 1994, the National Aeronautics
tmd Space /\dmin istra[ion  (NASA ) announced contract awards for two new Smallwit
Earth obserl  :i(ion satelli[e~.  NASA expects them to demonstrate ad~anced ~ensor
technologic~. cojt Iesf than $60 million each, and be defeloped, launched, and deli~ ered I 37
on orbit in 24 months or le~$  on a Pegasus launch vehicle
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ellite (POES), designed primarily to measure sensing capabilities to data needs and discusses
cloud cover and surface temperatures, can also
monitor land vegetation on a global scale. The dis-
tinct but often synergistic requirements of remote
sensing applications lead to complicated policy
decisions, where choices made regarding a partic-
ular application of data have important effects on
other potential applications.

This chapter begins with a discussion of the
uses of remote sensing, including its use in exist-
ing operational and research programs. It then re-
views the satellite programs of the agencies that
develop and operate remote sensing systems. Fi-
nally, it describes the process for matching remote

possible improvements in that process.

NATIONAL USES OF REMOTE SENSING
As described in chapter 1, remote sensing pro-
grams serve a variety of national needs, including
national security, technology development, and
economic growth. This section concentrates on
the direct application of civilian remote sensing
systems to meet national needs for weather fore-
casting, scientific research, and other purposes. It
describes the uses of satellites for these purposes
and the federal agencies and other institutions re-
sponsible for them.
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I Monitoring Weather and Climate

Weather Forecasting
Satellites are used to observe and measure a wide
range of atmospheric properties and processes to
support increasingly sophisticated weather warn-
ing and forecasting activities. Imaging instru-
ments provide detailed pictures of clouds and
cloud motions, as well as measurements of sea-
surface temperature. Sounders collect data in sev-
eral infrared or microwave spectral bands that are
processed to provide profiles of temperature and
moisture as a function of altitude.2 Radar altime-
ters, scatterometers, and imagers (synthetic aper-
ture radar, or SAR) can measure ocean currents,
sea-surface winds, and the structure of snow and
ice cover.

Several federal agencies have distinct but over-
lapping mandates for monitoring and forecasting
weather. The National Weather Service of NOAA
has the primary responsibility for providing se-
vere storm and flood warnings as well as short-
and medium-range weather forecasts. The Federal
Aviation Administration provides specialized
forecasts and warnings for aircraft. The Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) at the
Department of Defense (DOD) supports the spe-
cialized needs of the military and intelligence ser-
vices, which emphasize global capabilities to
monitor clouds and visibility in support of combat
and reconnaissance activities and to monitor sea-
surface conditions in support of naval operations.
Several private companies also provide both gen-
eral and specialized weather forecast services
commercially. NOAA, the Air Force, and the
Navy share responsibility for processing the data
from NOAA and DMSP satellites: NOAA for
soundings, the Air Force for cloud imagery, and
the Navy for ocean-surface data.

Global Change Research
Global change research aims to monitor and un-
derstand the processes of natural and anthropo-
genic changes3 in Earth’s physical, biological, and
human environments. Satellites support this re-
search by providing measurements of stratospher-
ic ozone and ozone-depleting chemicals: by pro-
viding long-term scientific records of Earth’s
climate; by monitoring Earth’s radiation balance
and the concentrations of greenhouse gases and
aerosols; by monitoring ocean temperatures, cur-
rents, and biological productivity; by monitoring
the volume of ice sheets and glaciers; and by mon-
itoring land use and vegetation. These variables
provide critical information on the complex proc-
esses and interactions of global environmental
change, including climate change.

The U.S. Global Change Research Program
(USGCRP) was established as a Presidential Ini-
tiative and by congressional mandate in 1990 to
encourage the development of a more complete
scientific understanding of global environmental
changes and to provide better information for
policymakers in crafting responses to those changes
(box 2-2). The USGCRP coordinates the activities
of 11 federal agencies and organizations, although
NASA, NOAA, the National Science Foundation,
and the Department of Energy will contribute 91
percent of the funding in FY 1995. NASA alone is
expected to contribute 68 percent of the total.

Long-Term Monitoring of Climate
and Other Earth Systems
Scientists recognize the need for continuous,
global, well-calibrated measurements of a broad
range of critical environmental indicators over pe-
riods of several decades.

The Earth undergoes major processes of
change that are reckoned in scales of decades to
millennia. Decades of continuous calibrated

o Generally, the larger  the number of chtinnels,  the better the vertical resolution of the sounder. Hence, the proposed Advanced Infrared
Sounder (AIRS) has 2,3(K)  channel~  compared with 20 channels in the High-Resolution Infrared Sounder (HIRS) it would replace.
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cally located sites on the Earth’s land and oceans this long-term operational task. No federal agency
will be required to document climate and eco- has the combination of mission focus and re-
system changes and for differentiating natural sources needed to support long-term monitoring.
variability from human-induced changes.4

An operational satellite program is ideally suited 1 Land Remote Sensing
to these purposes. Yet, NASA’s Earth Observing
System (EOS), the principal space-based compo- Mapping and Planning
nent of the USGCRP, is scheduled to operate for The development of highly capable computer
only 15 years. EOS will gather data on climate and workstations and mapping software known as
other environmental processes, which will help geographic information systems (GIS) has spurred

4 U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, U.S. Global Change  Research Program aniiNASA’s Earth Obser\ing  S>’stem,  OTA-BP-
ISC- 122 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, November 1993), p. 3.
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much of the current interest in satellite remote
sensing. 5 Within the federal government, the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) of the Department of
the Interior (DOI) has the primary responsibility
for civilian mapping whereas other agencies use
GIS for more specialized purposes, including mil-
itary and intelligence applications. USGS also
leads an interagency coordination effort through
the Federal Geographic Data Committee to devel-
op a National Spatial Data Infrastructure,6 which
would provide a consistent nationwide basis for
geographic data and information.

The U.S. Department of Transportation and
state and local transportation departments make
use of remote] y sensed data from a aircraft and from
SPOT (Système pour I ’Observation de la Terre)
and Landsat to assist in planning major highways
and other transportation routes. Pipeline compa-
nies use similar data sets to help plan pipeline
routes and monitor development near pipelines.7

State and local governments make extensive use
of remotely sensed data for land-use planning and
for general infrastructure development.

The Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) has the
primary responsibility for creating maps used in
military assessment and planning and for fighting
wars. During the Persian Gulf Conflict, DMA
generated maps of the Persian Gulf region based
on SPOT and Landsat data. Because these maps
were created using unclassified data, the U.S. mil-
itary was able to share them with U.S. allies with-
out fear of compromising classified data or the
means of generating these data.

The Army Corps of Engineers makes extensive
use of remotely sensed data and GIS to map proj-
ect sites and assess the condition of dams, river
channels, and levies in major watersheds. The
Corps has projects throughout the world that make
use of remotely sensed data.

Terrestrial Monitoring and
Natural Resource Management
Remotely sensed land data support an extremely
diverse set of natural resource monitoring and
management applications. 8 This diversity reflects
the diversity in natural, agricultural, residential,
and other land-use types. It also leads to a diverse
set of data requirements and data-processing tech-
niques, making it difficult to develop a common
set of requirements for a single land remote sens-
ing sysem. As small, relatively inexpensive satel-
lites increase in capability, they will be designed
to target “niche” markets for satellite data.

Crop monitoring
Using data from two channels of NOAA’s
AVHRR sensor or from the Landsat sensors yields
a vegetation index—roughly, “greenness’ ’—which
provides information on the condition of vegeta-
tion. More detailed information can distinguish
among various crop types. The Foreign Agricul-
tural Service at the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture (USDA) combines the vegetation index with
meteorological information to forecast crop pro-
duction around the world. USDA’s National Agri-
cultural Statistics Service relies on aerial photog-
raphy to provide higher-resolution information on
domestic crops and to monitor compliance with
agricultural land-use restrictions.9

5 U.S. Congrc\\,  Office of Technology Assessment, Remotel>  Sensed Dutu: TK}~nolog>, Murrugement,  and Markets, OTA-l SS-604  (N’ash-
ingtcm.  DC- [J. S. Got  emment  Printing Office. September 1994), ch. 2.

() ~econlrllcn(iiiti  on” DO].q in the ~ationa]  performmce  Review (,4. Gore, From Red Tupe to Re.\ulr~:  creating u Gol’ernntenl T}IUI  ~~~r~~

Better [Jnd  C()\/\ l.~ \ j, report of the National Performance Review (Washington, DC: Office of the Vice president, Sept. 7, 1993 )) and Executi\ e
order  12906, Apr. I 1, I 994.

7 For a d[wu\\ion  of the u\e of remotel)  sen~ed data for pipeline planning and management, see U.S. Congress,  Office of Technology As-
w\wnent, Rcmotcl] Sen$e(i Dutu:  Te(hnoiog>,  M(inugernent,  and Murke(~,  op. cit., app. B.

X lbId.,  appi. B and C.

‘) The European Umon  u~ei data from France’s SPOT satellite system for this purpose.
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Managing federal lands
USDA and DOI use satellite data in managing fed-
eral lands. The Forest Service and the National
Park Service each incorporate data from various
land remote sensing systems and other sources
into GIS to monitor forest harvests, natural habi-
tats, and conditions that pose the risk of wild-
fires. ’” The Bureau of Land Management per-
forms similar functions on other federal lands,
including forests and range land. The Army Corps
of Engineers uses satellite imagery to monitor in-
land and coastal waterways for flood control, flow
management, and coastal erosion management.

Environmental regulation
Satellite monitoring can also support programs
for regulating the use of private activities on pub-
lic and private lands. The United States has pro-
grams for protecting wetlands, endangered spe-
cies, and erodible farmlands administered by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), DOI,
NOAA, the Army Corps of Engineers, and
USDA. These programs rely on onsite monitoring
as well as aerial and satellite remote sensing.

Geology and Mining
Satellite observations support a variety of geolog-
ical observations. Moderate-resolution, multi-
spectral land remote sensing systems can distin-
guish among mineral types based on their infrared
reflectivity y and can observe large-scale geological
features such as fault regions. These measure-
ments are useful both scientifically and for miner-
al prospecting. The Laser Geodynamics Satellite
(LAGEOS) and the Global Positioning System
(GPS) satellites also provide precision measure-
ments of position that can be used to monitor tec-
tonic activity and earthquake risks.

Private Sector
Small private firms have provided processing and
analytic data services since the beginning of satel-
lite remote sensing. These so-called value-added
companies take raw remotely sensed data and add
other goespatial data to them to generate informa-
tion of value to a wide selection of governmental
and private customers. State and local govern-
ments have made significant use of the informa-
tion provided by these firms, generally in the form
of maps used for monitoring and planning. This
small but rapidly growing sector of the U.S. econ-
omy has helped fuel the development and use of
GIS and imaging-processing software. ’l The
United States leads the world in the development
of the remote sensing value-added industry.

I Ocean Remote Sensing
In addition to providing greater understanding of
ocean processes for global change research, the
use of satellite data for ocean monitoring can sup-
port a variety of operational activities. Ocean-col-
or sensors can observe coastal pollution and pro-
vide a measure of biological activity for fishing
and for the management of fisheries. Measure-
ments of sea-surface winds, waves, currents, and
ice can be critical both for shipping and for weath-
er forecasting. Monitoring the processes that un-
derlie the El Niño-Southern Oscillation phenome-
non could lead to greatly improved seasonal and
interannual weather forecasts. NOAA and the
U.S. Navy have the principal responsibility for the
United States’ operational ocean monitoring and
rely primarily on in situ measurements from
ground stations and radiosonde balloons and on
sea-surface wind and temperature data from the
NOAA and DMSP meteorological satellites.

10 U.S. Congress, Office of Technology  Assessment, Remotely Sensed Data: Technology, Management, and Markets, Op. cit.,  app. c.

I I sales Of remote sensing value-added  firms  totaled  an estimated $300 million in 1992. They are growing at rates between 15 and 20 percent

per year. See U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Remotely Jensed  Data: Technology, Management, and Markets, op. cit., ch. 4.
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~ Other Needs

Public Safety
Severe storms, floods, fires, earthquakes, and vol-
canic eruptions can seriously disrupt the orderly
flow of commerce and can cause displacement
and great hardships in people’s lives. In the United
States. the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) has the responsibility for man-
aging the federal responses to public emergencies.
FEMA is beginning to use remotely sensed data
from aircraft and from satellites to assess damage
from natural disasters and to plan appropriate re-
sponses. GIS technologies have proved especially
useful in creating geographic overlays that show
the extent of damage, the locations of potential
emergency centers, and the best routes for moving
people and emergency supplies through affected
areas. State and local governments feed into the
development of the GIS by supplying data about
the locations of state and local facilities. 2 For ex-
ample, the Army Corps of Engineers, FEMA, and
state agencies collaborated on assessing damage
from the 1992 floods along the Missouri and Mis-
sissippi Rivers. Such assessments helped in deter-
mining which areas were most severely affected
and how to allocate disaster-relief funding.

International Development Assistance
Information provided by satellites can be ex-
tremely useful in planning and administering in-
ternational relief and development-assistance
programs. The U.S. Agency for International
Development (USAID) uses low-resolution vege-
tative-index data from satellites in its Famine Ear-
ly Warning System (FEWS) program to monitor
possible famine conditions in several regions of
Africa. Information from FEWS helps in planning

African food-assistance programs. Similarly, the
African Emergency Locust/Grasshopper Assist-
ance Program uses vegetative-index data to fore-
cast the risk of insect infestations. USAID also
provides technical assistance to developing coun-
tries in the use of remotely sensed data, particular-
ly in GIS, and uses information from these sys-
tems to monitor the effectiveness of its
programs. 14

Research and Education
Universities have played a major part in conduct-
ing research on the use of remotely sensed data.
Not only have university teams experimented
with the characteristics of the data and determined
their advantages and limitations, they have devel-
oped applications in a variety of disciplines such
as archaeology, agriculture, forestry, geological
exploration, mapping, and soil conservation. Uni-
versities have been the principal force behind pro-
viding a trained workforce for processing and
analyzing remotely sensed data.

Public interest groups such as Ducks Unlimit-
ed, the World Wildlife Fund, World Resources
Institute, and Conservation International have
used remotely sensed data from aircraft, Landsat,
and SPOT in their conservation efforts, both in the
United States and abroad. The availability of rela-
tively inexpensive software and hardware has
made remote sensing data and techniques much
more accessible in the 1990s than before, and it
has helped public interest groups use the data.
However, the work of universities and public in-
terest groups has been inhibited by the relatively
high cost of Landsat and SPOT data compared
with what they can budget for the data. Such
groups and universities look forward to much
cheaper, more accessible data in the future. 5

1: See 1;.S, Congres\, Office of Technology Assessment, Rernotel> Sensed DUIU: 7i’chn[)loq), Muna,qernenr,  and Markets, op. cit., app.  B.

1 ] Ibid., ch. 5.

] 4 Ibid.. app. B.

15 L“, s. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, In[emational  Securitj  and Space Program, Renwel)’  sensed Data from space:  ~i.$-

rrIhII/I{)n, Pr/(/n,q,  und Applicaflcms, background paper (Washington, DC: Office of Technology Awcwment,  July 1992), p. 17.
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U.S. REMOTE SENSING CAPABILITIES
Several federal agencies and private firms are in-
volved in developing and operating the satellites
and managing the data systems necessary to meet
the needs of users. In some cases, the operational
agency is the same as the agency responsible for
using the data, but for many applications, there is
little or no overlap between the user and supplier
agencies.

~ National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration

NOAA’s National Environmental Satellite, Data,
and Information Service (NESDIS) is responsible
for managing the environmental satellite systems
used to fulfill NOAA’s missions in environmental
forecasting and stewardship. l6 These systems

consist of the Geostationary Operational Environ-
mental Satellite (GOES) System and the Polar-or-
biting Operational Environmental Satellite
(POES) System,17 both of which were developed
by NASA, along with their associated data and in-
formation systems.

GOES consists of two operational satellites in
geostationary orbits. One, called GOES-West, is
stationed over the eastern Pacific Ocean and the
other, GOES-East, is stationed over the Atlantic
Ocean. 18 These two satellites provide continuous
images of clouds over North and South America
and the nearby oceans (box 2-3). GOES-8,
launched in April 1994 and the first satellite in the
upgraded GOES-Next series (figure 2-1 ), was de-
signed to produce higher-resolution images, tem-
perature measurements, and soundings. GOES-8
will replace the current GOES-East in early 1995
after extensive in-orbit testing and calibration.

POES consists of two polar-orbiting satellites
(figure 2-2), each of which carries an imager for
clouds and surface-temperature measurements
and a pair of sounders for measuring the atmo-
spheric temperature and moisture content, as well
as other instruments (box 2-4). These satellites
provide critical inputs to the National Weather
Service’s global weather forecast models.

NOAA also operates ground systems for proc-
essing, disseminating, and archiving meteorolog-
ical data. It processes sounding data from both the
NOAA and DMSP systems as part of the NOAA-
DOD Shared Processing Network and makes the
processed data available worldwide. NOAA’s Na-
tional Climatic Data Center, National Geophysi-
cal Data Center, and National Oceanographic
Data Center serve as archives for environmental
data from these and other satellite systems and
make those data available worldwide.

~ Department of Defense
The Air Force developed and operates two DMSP
satellites in polar orbits (figure 2-3), which pro-
vide DOD, the individual armed services, and the
intelligence community with global information
on clouds, visibility, and ocean conditions, in ad-
dition to weather forecast information (box 2-5).
On the ground, the Air Force processes the visible,
infrared, and cloud imagery; the Navy processes
the sea-surface data; and NOAA archives the data.

The Navy developed and operated the Geodetic
Satellite (Geosat) from 1985 to 1989 to provide
detailed ocean altimetry and to map Earth’s gra-
vitational field for military purposes. Geosat data
were initially classified, but some have since been
made available to oceanographers for studies of

16 NOAA>S strategic pl~ lls~ seven Prlnclpal missions in IWO broad  categories. For the env ironrnental prediction, monitoring, and as:,ess-

ment category, NOAA has defined its missions as short-term environmental forecasting and warning, seasonal to interannual climate forecast-
ing, and global change monitoring over periods of decades to centuries. Ile environmental protection category includes the environmental
management of fisheries, endangered species, and coastal ecosystems, as well as navigation and positioning missions.

IT The poES  sate] ]ites were known initially as Television Infrared Observing Satellites (TIROS)  and are often referred to by that name.

18 Afier  GOES-6 failed in 1989,  Europe made Meteosat  3 available to NOAA in place of GOES-East.

19 For a description of he ho]dings  of these archives, which also serve as World Data Centers of the International Council of Scientific

Unions, see U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Remotely .Wnse(i Data:  Tec}mology’,  Management, and Markets, op. cit.
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ocean topography and dynamics. The Navy is de- mospheric, terrestrial, and oceanic remote sens-
veloping a Geosat Follow-On (GFO) satellite for
launch in 1996.

1 National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

NASA’s mission in remote sensing has tradition-
ally focused on research and development. In the
1960s and 1970s, NASA developed NOAA’s prin-
cipal operational systems, TIROS (now POES) and
GOES, as well as the NIMBUS, Landsat, and Sea-
sat systems to demonstrate new capabilities in at-

ing. However, NASA has no formal charter to
operate these systems on a continuing basis.20

The Mission to Planet Earth (MTPE) forms the
focus of NASA’s current remote sensing activi-
ties. It includes the major EOS platforms (appen-
dix A), scheduled for launch beginning in 1998,
and several earlier observational projects. These
include two ongoing projects: the Upper Atmo-
spheric Research Satellite (UARS ) for measuring
stratospheric chemistry and ozone depletion and
the U.S.-French TOPEX/Poseidon for measuring

20 mere is one ~xceptlon t. [his ~]e.  NASA has the mi$~ion  of pro~iding con[inuou~  g]~b~l ozone  ~a[a from [he Total  O/011~ Mapping

Spectrometer (TOMS ).
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ocean topography and currents. A series of small-
er Earth Probes will begin with the Total Ozone
Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) Earth Probe in
late 1994.2]

Recognizing the challenge of using the massive
quantities of data to be produced by EOS, NASA
has devoted a large fraction of the EOS budget to
the EOS Data and Information System (EOS-
DIS). 22 EOSDIS is designed to provide ready
data-access and data-processing capabilities to
global change research scientists supported by
NASA. It will also provide access for other users
of remotely sensed data, including foreign re-
searchers.

NASA also has a traditional role as the devel-
oper of new technologies for civil remote sensing,
from the first TIROS weather satellite in 1960 and
the first Landsat satellite in 1972 to the new sys-
tems being developed as part of MTPE. NOAA’s
environmental satellite systems reflect the legacy
of NASA’s technology-development efforts.

NASA has two programs that support the de-
velopment of commercial remote sensing applica-
tions. The Centers for the Commercial Develop-
ment of Space include the Space Remote Sensing
Center located at the Stennis Space Center in Mis-
sissippi, which is developing commercial applica-
tions for agriculture and environmental monitor-

2 I me ]aunch  of tie TOMS Eti proIx has ken delayed pending review of a recent failure of its Pegasus launch vehicle.

22 U.S.  Congress, Offlce of Technology Assessment, Remotely Sensed Dutu:  Technology, Management, und Markets, op. cit., ch. 3; Nation-

al Aeronautics and Space Administration, Office of Mission to Planet Earth, EOSDIS: EOS Data and Information System (Washington, DC:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1992); National Research Council, Space Studies Board, Panel to Review EOSD/SPlans, Fi-
nal Report (Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 1994).
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ing, and the Center for Mapping at Ohio State
University. 23 The Earth Observation Commercial

Applications Program (EOCAP) provides match-
ing federal funds for privately proposed projects
designed to demonstrate the commercial applica-
tion of remotely sensed data.24 Through its Small
Satellite Technology Initiative (SSTI) in the Of-
fice of Advanced Concepts and Technology,
NASA has awarded two contracts to develop
small remote sensing satellites. These satellites
are to demonstrate technologies that could be used
in future commercial projects.25

1 Landsat
Since the launch of Landsat 1 in 1972, the Landsat
system has provided a continuous record of multi-
spectral, moderate-resolution land-surface data.
Throughout its history, the continuation of the
Landsat system has been uncertain, as NASA,
NOAA, DOD, USGS, and the private company
EOSAT have at various times had responsibility
for system development, operations, and data
management and distribution (appendix D). Un-
der current plans, NASA is responsible for the de-
velopment of Land sat 7, NOAA for ground opera-
tions, and USGS for data-archive management
(see chapter 3).

1 The Advanced Research Projects
Agency and the Defense Laboratories

The Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)
is charged with assisting the development of new
defense-related technologies that might not be un-
dertaken by the private sector without government
assistance. For example, ARPA helped develop

Orbital Sciences Corporation’s Pegasus launch
vehicle by agreeing to purchase a specified num-
ber of launches on the new vehicle. ARPA has
been attempting to develop a new, common small
spacecraft that could be used in a variety of ap-
plications, including for remote sensing.26

Several DOD and Department of Energy labo-
ratories have a long history of developing sensors
and spacecraft for defense purposes. For example,
Los Alamos National Laboratory developed the
Alexis satellite system for detecting charged par-
ticles and for observing other characteristics of the
near-Earth space environment. Lawrence Liver-
more National Laboratory has created sensors for
detecting the launch of missiles. Derivatives of
these sensors, developed for the Strategic Defense
Initiative, found their way into the highly success-
ful Clementine satellite that recently mapped the
moon in 11 spectral bands.27 The sensor devel-
oped for the WorldView commercial remote sens-
ing satellite now under development grew out of
sensor research carried out at Livermore.

D Private Sector
Private firms have long served as contractors to
the federal government, designing and building
sensors, communications packages, and space-
craft for both civilian and national security gov-
ernment remote sensing programs. Hence, they
have developed considerable expertise in space-
craft and instrument design.

In recent years, private firms have begun to ex-
plore the market potential for building and operat-
ing their own remote sensing systems (see box
3-7). Orbital Sciences Corporation, WorldView
Imaging Corporation, Space Imaging, Inc., and

23 “Commercial Development: NASA Centers for the Commercial Development of Space.” Space Technolog)  Innmation,  May-June,
1994, p. 14.

24 For example, NASA is sponsoring the Cropix program to demonstrate the use of satellite data to manage individual farms. See U.S. Con-
greis, Office  of Technology Assessment, Remorel>  Sensed Data: Technology, Managemen~, and Markets, op. cit., app.  B; and ‘bRemote Sensing
program  Offer\ Partnership Advantages,” Space Technology lnno~’ation, May-June 1994, pp. 8-9.

25 K. Sawyer, “’For  NASA ‘Smallsats,’ a Commercial Role,” The Washing/on Pos(,  June 9, 1994, p. A7.

26 U.S. Congres\,Office of Technology Assessment, The Future ofRemore Sensing from Space: Ci\iliun Salellite Systems andApplicut[on.~,
OTA-lSC-558  (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, July 1993), app. B.

27 me Naval  Research Laboratory built the Clementine  satellite.
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Eyeglass International, Inc., have all received li-
censes from the Department of Commerce to op-
erate remote sensing systems. These new business
ventures, formed largely from companies with
previous experience building systems for the gov-
ernment, expect to orbit highly capable spacecraft
in the next few years and to sell data from these
systems in the global data market. If they succeed
commercially, these companies are likely to revo-
lutionize the delivery and use of remotely sensed
data from space (see chapter 3).

MATCHING CAPABILITIES TO NEEDS
The array of uses of satellite remote sensing sys-
tems matches only imperfectly the missions of the
agencies that develop and operate those systems.
Matching the requirements of data users with the
capabilities of satellite systems presents an ex-
tremely important challenge. OTA finds that
mechanisms for improving the requirements
process should be a central element of a nation-
al strategy for remote sensing.

I The Requirements Process
The United States currently has no national proc-
ess for developing remote sensing satellite re-
quirements. Instead, each agency has developed
its own mechanism for matching its individual
missions with programmatic resources to deter-
mine data requirements and satellite-design speci-
fications. The development of systems to collect
needed data depends in turn on the legislative and
administrative processes for developing and refin-
ing agency missions and on the budgetary process
for allocating resources. The Office of Manage-
ment and Budget has initiated occasional budget
reviews for specific policy issues concerning land
remote sensing, the convergence of polar-orbiting
meteorological satellites, and global change re-
search. Congress has also weighed in on these is-
sues, but there have been few formal, comprehen-
sive reviews of Earth observations needs.

The current system has important strengths.
For critical national needs, it is simpler and more
efficient to assign each mission to a single agency
with the resources and authority to carry it out.

This arrangement also meshes well with the con-
gressional authorization and appropriations proc-
ess, by allowing a single authorizing committee or
appropriations subcommittee in each house to
deal with the missions assigned to a given agency.

Through their experience in continuous satel-
lite operations and repeated system upgrades, the
agencies with operational remote sensing mis-
sions have developed disciplined processes for
developing and refining requirements. These
processes rely on the accumulated knowledge of
data users as well as the availability of proven sat-
ellite technologies.

The requirements processes for NOAA and the
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program are
now being merged. Before the current conver-
gence effort began, NOAA’s requirements process
would begin with requests for each NOAA line
and program office to define its needs for data.
NOAA would then analyze these requirements for
technical feasibility and cost before a review that
established mission priorities. Weather forecast-
ing has the highest priority because of its impor-
tance for public safety. NOAA’s offices are also
expected to represent the interests of the many
outside users who rely on data from the agency’s
environmental satellite systems, but NOAA has
no formal mechanism for gathering information
on outside needs.

The requirements process for DMSP has been
more formalized than NOAA’s: the Air Fore’e ini-
tiates the process of generating an Operational Re-
quirements Document (ORD), which then passes
it to the Army and Navy for comment before final
review by the Air Force Space Command and the
Air Staff. This process went through three stages
at increasing levels of detail (ORD- 1. -2, and
-3)-corresponding to major development mile-
stones—for assessing cost, feasibility, and prior-
ity. At each stage, requirements had to be formally
validated as essential to support established mili-
tary missions. This interservice process could pro-
vide a model for interagency coordination, al-
though its hierarchical structure has had the effect
of separating users from designers.

The requirements processes for NASA’s Mis-
sion to Planet Earth derive not from operational
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experience but from mission priorities established
through the U.S. Global Change Research Pro-
gram. NASA uses a variety of mechanisms, in-
cluding scientific conferences, technical work-
shops, and internal and external review panels, to
refine these into scientific priorities and require-
ments. The agency then solicits proposals for
instruments that will meet these requirements and
selects proposals according to feasibility, cost,
and mission priority. NASA also makes effective
use of science teams that combine observational
users with engineering designers during the de-
sign and development process.

Despite its strengths, the current agency-cen-
tered approach to requirements has several weak-
nesses that affect the processes of reaching agree-
ment on high-level requirements28 and of linking
those requirements to design specifications.

■ Insufficient weight given to the requirements
of outside users. An instrument designed for
one purpose often produces data that can serve
other purposes, though doing so may require
some modifications in its design or in its
associated data systems. As noted above,
AVHRR data from NOAA’s POES platforms
can provide a measure of vegetative condition
through a vegetative index.29 Although the in-
dex was not a primary goal of AVHRR devel-
opment, several programs, including the For-
eign Agricultural Service and the USGCRP,
now use it for global vegetation monitoring.
NOAA has accommodated this application by
making minor modifications of the spectral
bands for the next-generation AVHRR/3,
though not with the improved radiometric cal-
ibration some users need. In general, however,
the requirements process is geared to a specific
group of users and will give a higher priority to

the needs of those users. NOAA uses sounding
data primarily as input to weather forecast
models and is reluctant to undertake the long-
term commitment of meeting the more refined
requirements of climate monitoring without
additional funding.
Inefficiencies from overlapping capabilities.
For example, the POES and DMSP satellites
serve primarily the purposes of operational
weather forecasting, and the EOS-PM plat-
forms will collect more refined atmospheric
data for research purposes. A coordinated pro-
gram to meet the combined mission require-
ments should be cheaper over the long run than
three separate systems. This is the impetus for the
convergence proposal, discussed in chapter 3.
Inability to aggregate diffuse requirements.
This happens when several agencies or other
users have requirements for similar data, but
none of those agencies can afford the satellite
system needed to acquire those data. The diffi-
culties in funding the Landsat system provide
a clear example. Although many agencies use
Landsat data, historically, no single agency has
found its data needs compelling enough to fund
a satellite system of its own. Because of this, re-
sponsibility for the Landsat program has
shifted from agency to agency and still lacks
the robustness that operational users need
(chapter 3).
Inefficiency in making tradeoffs between
costs and requirements. The current require-
ments process often separates the phase of
drawing up user requirements from the phase of
engineering design. This separation makes it
difficult for users and designers to discuss
tradeoffs between requirements and costs. For
example, a slight adjustment in requirements

2R High-level requirements are intermediate between broad mission statements and the detailed requirements used in in~trument  de~ign.  For
the broad mis~ion  of cl i mate monitoring, for example, the high-level requirements would be to improve the accuracy of temper-ature w)unding
data to a few tenths of a degree, whereas  the engineering requirements would be to describe the radiometric calibration and \pecIra!  band~  of W
sounding instrument.

29 me N~rma]ized  Difference Vegetative Index was originally derived from two spectral bands of Landsat  ‘S Multi \pectrtil s~alln~r  ( h~ss ).

but it applie~ to other sen~ors  with similar bands, \uch as AVHRR. The difference in intensities in the green and red bands. normali~ed by the
total intensity, providej  a rough index of plant “greenness.”
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could result in a major reduction in cost, or a
substantial improvement in capabilities could
be accomplished at modest additional cost. Pri-
vate industry has used this process of concur-
rent engineering to meet market demands more
efficiently. 30 These tradeoffs can occur in op-
erational programs through many iterations of
the process of developing and refining require-
ments for successive generations of satellites
but are harder to accomplish for new satellite
systems. Several systems under development
were later canceled because stated require-
ments led to unaffordable costs.31

m Difficulty in establishing national priorities.
The current institutional arrangement for meet-
ing national priorities allows each agency to
make tradeoffs among its own missions and
budget constraints but provides no mechanism
for establishing priorities and making tradeoffs
among the programs of several agencies. The
problem is especially acute when an agency is
attempting to establish new missions and the
budgets to carry them out. For example, NOAA
may be the appropriate agency to pursue long-
term monitoring of global change, but it cur-
rently lacks the budget to carry out that mis-
sion. Conversely, NASA has a substantial
budget for research and development but no
charter for long-term operational missions.

● Lack of agency expertise. The agency responsi-
ble for operating a satellite system may lack ex-
perience and expertise in the design of satellite
systems. This has been true for NOAA, which
relies on NASA for the development of new
instruments. Partly for this reason, the ambi-

tious requirements for GOES-Next led to sig-
nificant delays and cost overruns that threat-
ened the continuity of the GOES program.32

1 Coordination Mechanisms
There are several options for improving the re-
quirements process and limiting the drawbacks of
the current agency-led approach, without altering
the organizational structure of the agencies. Some
of these mechanisms are already in place for glob-
al change research through the USGCRP and
could be expanded; others could be implemented
at the agency level. For example, the Committee
on the Environment and Natural Resources
(CENR)33 could expand its purview to include
oversight and coordination of agency-based re-
mote sensing programs.

~ Improve mechanisms for communicating re-
quirements of outside users. The agency re-
sponsible for operating a satellite could solicit
data requirements from users or from art advi-
sory committee on data requirements. Either
process would give the agency information on
the data needs of other agencies and of users
outside the federal government. The agency
could undertake this process on its own initia-
tive, or CENR or Congress could mandate that
it do so. Even with information on the require-
ments of outside users, however, operating
agencies generally give a higher priority to
their own data needs than to the needs of out-
side users.

■ Improve interactions between the setting and
implementation of requirements. A more di-
rect channel of communication between data

30 me Bwing Compmy recently made effec[lve  u5e of Concumen[  engineering  and computer-aided design in designing and building its

Boeing 777 aircraft. See P. Proctor, “Boeing Rolls Out 777 to Tentative Market,” A\iafion Week, Apr. 11, 1994, pp. 36-37.

~ ] me High Resolution Multiswctral  1mager (HRMSI)  originally  planned for LandSat  7 was one of these, as were tWO  paSt pI’OgrWIIS  fOr

developing operational ocean observing satellites, the National Ocean Satellite System (NOSS) and the Naval Remote Ocean Satellite System
(N-ROSS).

32 For a summv of tie hlstog  of ~ES-Next, see us,  congress,  Office of Technology  Assessment,  The F-U/Ure  of Remo(e ~ensing from

Space: Ci\’ilian  Satellite Systems and Applications, op. cit., pp. 38-39.

33 CENR, pm of tie National Science ~d  Technology  council  (NSTC),  is tie  descendant  of the Committee on Earth and Environmental

Sciences (CEES),  established under the Federal Coordinating Committee for Science, Education, and Technology (FCCSET),  the predecessor
to NSTC. CENR already oversees the USGCRP.
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users and satellite engineers could improve
cost-effectiveness by permitting tradeoffs be-
tween system costs and capabilities to occur
early in the design process. For example, satel-
lite engineers could play a formal role in the
process of defining requirements, and data
users could be involved in the major engineer-
ing-design milestone reviews. This concurrent
engineering process provides away for the data
users and the satellite designers to understand
and respond to each other’s perspective on sat-
ellite design and operations. When pursued
early in the development process, such interac-
tions can lead to more effective satellite design.

■ Institute a formal interagency process for set-
ting and implementing requirements. The
coordination processes of CENR or the
USGCRP would function most effectively for
setting high-level requirements. However, the
detailed implementation of high-level require-
ments depends on the cooperation of the
agency or agencies involved. The history of ef-
forts to converge civil and military meteorolog-
ical satellites demonstrates how difficult it can
be to achieve this cooperation (see chapter 3).

■ Improve mechanisms for assigning and up-
dating agency missions. USGCRP and CENR
can address these issues on an interagency ba-
sis, but where agencies fail to reach consensus,
they may require decisionmaking at” a higher
level. Congress could assist this process
through authorizing legislation that specifies
agency roles in meeting new national missions
for environmental data collection.

Each of these options has the advantage of
making the requirements process more responsive
to a broader set of needs, but the options also risk
undermining established operational programs by
diluting the role of agency missions in the iterative
process of establishing and refining system capa-
bilities. Defining a baseline set of requirements
that are essential to each operational mission

could protect operational programs from the
risk of having their missions diluted or
eroded. 34 These baseline requirements will gen-
erally arise from each agency’s operational mis-
sions but may require high-level policy input if in-
teragency negotiations do not lead to agreements
to protect those requirements.

Beyond revising the requirements process, a
national strategy for remote sensing could include
new agencies or interagency programs. The long-
term stability of interagency programs depends on
continuing political commitments from the par-
ticipating agencies, which in turn rest on the agen-
cies’ abilities to meet their essential requirements.
The Integrated Program Office proposed for a
converged meteorological satellite program pro-
vides an example of how this might work (see
chapter 3).

1 Market-Oriented Options
As mentioned above, budgetary processes under-
lie many of the inefficiencies of the agency-ori-
ented requirements process. Unless they receive
funding to do so, agencies are unwilling to meet
requirements that go beyond their established
missions. Market-oriented financing mechanisms
would allow users to pay a part of satellite system
costs, either directly or through data purchases.
This could give users some leverage over the de-
sign and operation of satellite systems, provided
the users clearly indicate their requirements and
their willingness to pay for meeting them.

● Facilitate interagency payments by data
users. This would provide a way to aggregate
resources and to give the agencies using the
data some financial leverage for influencing the
development of system requirements and capa-
bilities. So far, using interagency payments has
not been a common practice in the federal
budget process. In the late 1980s, the Office of
Management and Budget attempted to con-
vince agencies that use significant quantities of

34 me C]lnton Administration’s convergence proposal assigns each requirement one of three levels of priority. Baseline requirements es-

sential to each agency mission are called “key”  requirements, whereas lower-priority requirements are labeled “threshold” and “objective.”
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■

■

Landsat data to help pay for a next-generation
Landsat satellite, but even agencies that rou-
tinely purchase Landsat data commercially
were unwilling to make a such a financial com-
mitment in advance.35

Allow commercial data sales by federal agen-
cies. Other countries, particularly in Europe,
have developed commercial data-access poli-
cies that allow government agencies to recover
some of the costs of satellite systems through
data sales (see chapter 4 for a discussion of in-
ternational data policies). These data-access
policies give those agencies an incentive to
meet commercial data requirements. This op-
tion would be difficult to institute in the United
States because of long-standing policies36 and
traditions that forbid commercial data sales by
federal agencies; U.S. agencies can charge data
users, but only for their marginal costs of fulfil-
ling user requests for data. Data collected by
government agencies are considered to be in
the public domain (that is, they may be freely
reproduced and transmitted to third parties) and
are made available as a public good.
Encourage federal agencies to purchase data
from commercial suppliers. This may be much
easier for federal agencies than attempting to
sell data commercially.37 Furthermore, it may
be easier for the private sector than for gover-
nment agencies to respond to market forces as it
designs systems to meet user needs. Users of
land data already do this on a small scale, but
NASA’s arrangement to purchase SeaWiFS
data from the Orbital Sciences Corporation

would be the largest data purchase yet and the
first to cover the capital costs of satellite devel-
opment and launch.

Government data-purchase arrangements raise
the question of data access for third parties, which
affects whether the supplier can also sell data comm-
ercially. In the case of SeaWiFS, Orbital
Sciences expects to make a profit by selling timely
operational data to commercial fishing operations
while NASA uses the same data on a longer time
scale for global change research. For terrestrial
data, timeliness of data access does not distin-
guish as clearly between commercial and gover-
nmental data needs, so the question of whether third
parties may have access to data purchased by the
government becomes an important subject for ne-
gotiation between the government and the com-
mercial data suppliers.

Market mechanisms also pose several prob-
lems. Increased data costs for commercial users in
the short run could hold down the demand for data
and impede the development of the information
market. Furthermore, government agencies will
continue to be the largest users of remotely sensed
data. Budget and policy constraints may prevent
agencies from paying more for the data they use,
even if the national need for their use of the data
continues or grows. Finally, data-purchase ar-
rangements pose anew set of risks to agencies and
contractors: for agencies, the loss of control over
data supply, and for contractors, uncertainties in
the long-term continuity of data demand. Chapter
3 addresses these issues in greater detail.

35 In FY ] 989, sel,eral  user  ~gencies  did contribute  funds 10 pay for continued operation of Landsats 4 and 5. For a more detailed account of

the history of Landsat, see U.S. Congress, Congressional Research Service, The Fu[ure  oJLund Remote Sen.s/ng Sutellite Sy.Sfem (Lund.wr),
9 I -685 SPR (Washington, DC: The Library of Congress, Sept. 16, 1991 ~,.

36 This ~licy is outlined in OMB Circular  A- 130 and reaffirmed in TAe Global Change Data Exchange principles.

J1 u s congress  office of Technology Assessment, T}le  Future ofRemote Sensingfrom  Space:  Ci\’i/ian  .$alellite  S?’.ilem.$  an(lAp[)lrcation.s,. . .!
op. cit., ch. 6.


